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ABSTRACT

An outline of the general theory of thermoelectri-

city is resented along with a study of the feasibility

of a thermoelectrically-driven saline water distillation

unit. From an analysis based on specific operating condi-

tions, which are likely to be found in such a unit, the

general conclusion is that the proposed unit is feasible.

The energy cost of distillation by this method is found

to be comparable to other present methods.
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CHAFTEF' I

I ETE C Dl] CT I CIT

Steteuient of the Problem - ihermooJeotric

effects are rhenomena which orovice for the direct conversion

of an electric current into beating ard ocr:] mr effects.
These effects are reversible in the sense that is also
rossible to convert heat into electricity directly, In order
to have these rhenoinena take place it is necOss rn to join

two wires or rods of cIissilllilar materials, preferably of a

se:iiconducting nature, directly together or with an eloc
trical conductor, This combination forms what is brnown as

a "thermoelectric junctionH

In this study, only the conversion of an electric
current flowing throuph a. thorriioele etric junction is c on

sidered. The nurnose of this rarer is twofold, first, a
design rrocedire is evolved whereby the he ating and ceolirm

rates for a ther:ioelectric junction, operatin]Lder 5Deci
fic conditions, are ortinized, These conditions specify

that the nrorerties of the materials used arc hnowri along

with onerating conditions a uch as heatin: or cooling rates

reonired, temporetrres, and electric currant flow.

an exarvele of the desirn :locedure, the second

ohase of the paper concerns the nroduction of fm 511 water, by
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with a k wlodfc of tin roe-tj : of iho
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efficiric of raducinf distilled water, dime Peas1 illi of

a ro:iu: :eo el is ouci.Jered on frie basis of o:erahjnc

costs and advent-os, as ccioared to ceiLeneo9rr ditjl-
lotion sstns, with the resultLut' onclus ion Chit -Lime

ar000sed sjs cc z does snow Ircac -unesco.

to wake the therriocle ct-rio oalLnis clear TeE in C of this
chapter is devoted to a i-ni of discussion of the fundncn-

tals of ther:ioelectrinufy' slow., with c-:oc a n nke cu the

cantiCle decin ewanTle. illthouh 'anT thIn of ctts'l liar

nateriols joined in rairs will e::hiii1 thou oolwtric
behavior, onitr materials o C a sc it -con no son no iou: wilt

be considered in this ocoer c1ue to tie I:: win rica :ec tIles

1 2 ti mote sf ihervct_ In orde:
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i.e., from hot to cold or vice versa, with the rcsult that
a current is made to flow through the coimle. C oiwrerseig,

if a nower supply is connected to the OLDCfl ends of the

circuit and a current flow is I.orcecl through the couple a

temperature difference appears acros s the oleimsrits

phenomena are manifestcttions of what are c:eneraliy known as

thermoelectric effects.
There are five main thermoele ctric effects. Two of

these effects are well known; namely the conduction of heat
from the region of higher tomnerature to that of the lower
toLaperature and the dissipation of electrical energy into
heating effects due to the resistance of the materials to
the flow of an electric cr.rrent. This latter effect is
sometimes known as joulean heating. The three other effects
are the thermoelectric ones which are named after the men

who discovered them: the Seeheck effect (1B23), the Peltier
effect (l83L.), and the Thomson effect (l857) . The Seeheck

effect is the generation of a voltage in a closed circuit,
consisting of t].io two different materials, when a temera
tiue different ial exists between the two junctions joining
both materials. The Peltior effect is the absorution or
generation of heat at a junction of two different materials
when an electric current passes through it. The Thomson

effect is the change in the temperature distribution which
occurs when a rod or wire that has been conducting heat
alone is also made to carry an electric current, the change



of temperature distribution due Is? joulean hesUn hemp
accounted for.

These thermoelectric effects can se SPOWSIL to te
interrelated ttirouph an. entropy ansport parame i;sr. The

means of analysis in the peneral theory of coupled irre-
versible forces and f]ows of whLch the thermoelectric
example is a special case. This framework provides an

almost wholly macroscopic thermodynaird e foundation for

thermoelectricity, with the exception of a relation based
on microscopic analysis. The relation referred to is
commonly known as ?Onsager!s Reciprocal Relation. The

microscopic or solid state viewpoint has been advanced
in an excellent reference by loffe.6 In this reference
the thermoelectric effects are stated in terms of material
properties and their temperature dependence. It is shown
that a semi-conducting material which is doped** with

various impurities will provide those properties which
constitute the best type of thermoelectric material.
loffe also develops approximate equations of therein-
electric cooling and heating based on macroscopic

thermodynamic fundamentals Reference will be made to

these approximate equations arid generally speaking, the
macroscopic apnroach wi H he used throughout tiil e study.
* Rumbered superscripts denote references listed in

Appendix.

** A Glossary oi' therrrioelectric terms i.e included he the
Appendix.
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Figure of merit = I PNJ
L( ) p)1t (

N)

The subscripts P and N denote the two types of material. In

the numerator the two values of os are additive since the H

or negative type material has a negative value for the

thermal 1E.M.F. Jerierated as compared to the P or positive

type material. If the two materials have the sane values

for both/s and k and if the absolute values of cp and C?N

are equal, as is often approximately true, hQ(l) reduces to

This parameter is generally specified in the commercial

literature to give an indication of the efficiency of a

pair of materials used in a couple; the higher values d

noting the 1better" or more efficient material. Any increase

in the value of Z will come about by an increase in the

absolute values of the's or a decrease in the values of

and k. These properties are interrelated with the resulting

difficulty that in general a change in one of the properties

7

noted that there is a parameter involved iydich consists

only of the above mentioned material properties. This para

meter is known as a fi:ure of merit of the material which

describes the efficiency of a pair of dissimilar thermo-

electric rlauerials. It is defined as

2



has an adverse effect on another, For this reason constant

research is being expended to irmDrove resent materials or

discover new ones with the proper combination of aroperties

to yield a high S value. Some representative values for

bismuth telluride (l2Te3), which can be doped with impuri-

ties to yield both P and N types are:OCD,i
hTI , lBO-210

micro volts per °c;p,1 - 6-l3xlOobmcm;
kp,khT

=

.017-.022 watts per cm-°C. These values are generally

specified in ranges in the above manner to account for the

temperature dependence of the roperties. Another reason

for this type of specification is the variability connected

with the fabrication of the materials; specimens of the

same material doped aiarently in exactly the same manner

may exhibit considerable differences in property values.

The efficiency of any thermoelectric device will

ultimately depend on the efficiency of the materials used.

Therefore, the main problem facing thermoelectric research

is one of materials development and it is in this field

that major progress can be expected.

l.L1.. Thermoelectric Design - A thermoelectric de-

sign is defined as the complete statement of all variables

affecting the operation of a thermoelectric junction or

couple. These variables include the temperatures at the hot

and cold junctions, the electric current flowing, the heating

or cooling rate, the electric power input, the material
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properties, and the geometric configuration of the materials.

For ortimrn efficiency of operation of the couple the inde-

pendent variables (temperature electric current, material

properties and geometric configuration) can be related in a

single equation. herefore, assming that tbTee of these

variables are known it is possible to calculate the value

of the remaining one recjuired to obtain the optimum condition.

The optiiutua efficiency here refers to the condition when

the ratio of either the healing or cooling rate to the

electrical power input is a maximum. The general design

practice at the present time is to select a couple of fixed

dimensions which is available commercially, and then adjust

the electric current flow in consideration of the other

variables in order to achieve a high efficiency.

In this paper the geometric configuration IS con-

sidered as the adjustable parameter. One of the reasons

for this assumption is -bhat, in some applications, the

amperage availabj.e is limited. Consider, for example, an

automobile's electrical power surply which is limited by

the capacity of the battery-generator unit. second

reason for the adoption of this approach is to include

consideration of the econonical use of thermoelectric

materialsas they are very costly at the present time. Pg

determining the optamum configuration it is ossible to spe-

cify the dimensions which will yield a minimum volume of

material. This is demonstrated in Section 2.2.
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A couple is generally employed only for the specific
task of either heating or cooling, each one taking place
separately or in sequence. As an example of a sequential
device, consider a thermoelectric thermostat. The tempera-

ture of the device may be kept constant with alternate heat-
ing and cooling as required by rrieans of a reversal of the
current flow. The concept of a "combined heating and

cooling" system which is considered in this paper has not
been discussed to any extent in the literature. This type
of systen is defined as one in which the couple forms a
part of a complete thermal circuit, where the heat given
off at the hot junction is carried tirough an external
circuit to the cold junction of the same unit. This is not
really part of the thermoelectric design; however, it is
necessary to include this in the design section since it
demonstrates the application of the design procedure to
a particular type of system. The reason for the discussion
of the use of the "combined" system is that it is inherent
in the specific design example considered - a saline water
distillation system.

The thermoelectric design will be aoplicable to any
type of system where the required variables are known.

1.5 Distillation as an Application of Therroelectric
Effects - In ozder to understand the logic underlying the
choice of the specific design exaple, it becomes necessary
to consider the processes occurring. In any distillation
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system it is required that both evaporation and condensation

take place. During both of these processes a high rate of

heat transfer takes place between the fluid and the surface

which is absorbing or rejecting heat. These processes have

large heat transfer coefficients which means that a small

temperature difference is sufficient to transfer relatively

large amounts of energy. Consider now the case where the

hot and cold junctions of the couple are the evaporating and

condensing surfaces respectively. The difference in tem-

perature between the evaporating and condensing surfaces

and the corresponding fluids therefore will be rather low.

If both the evaporating and condensing fluids are at the

same pressure the processes occurring will have essentially

the same temperature, resulting in the observation that the

ends of the tirmoelectric junction will be subjected to only

a small temperature difference. A couple is shown to have

an increasing efficiency for a decreasing temperature differ-

ential between the ends; therefore the placing of a couple

between the evaporating and condensing surfaces would tend

to utilize these processes to their maximum advantage.

Another reason for this particular application is that

the couple would form the completing link in the thermal

circuit as shown in Figure 2.



Saline Water
In

Fresh Water
Distillate
Out

A

COND.

A

C
JI 11

F

Electrical Energy In

Figure 2. TIRMAL CIRCUIT

A large portion of the energy delivered at the hot junction

will be recirculated through the system; the only energy

input required is that to account for heat losses to the

surroundings and that lost in the outf lowing streams of

brine and distillate. Therefore, distillation appears to

be a logical application of thermoelectric effects since

the couples can be made into an integral part of the thermal

circuit and the efficiency of the couples is maximized due

to the nature of the processes occurring.

1.6 The Uses_ofa Portable Saline Water Distillation

Unit- A study of the application of a thermoelectrically-

-Concentrated Brine

Heat Losses

Heat Absorbed at
Cold Junction

12

Heat Given Off
at Hot Junction
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driven apparatus to saline water distillation will serve

as a guide to further applications and may in itself help

to fill a need for a portable lightweight distillation unit.

Saline water conversion has become important because in

certain areas the currently available fresh water supplies

will not be adequate for the future. One of the basic

features of a couple is the small size and light weight to

produce a given amount of cooling or heating. This leads

to consideration of a portable unit that is of convenient

size and weight which could be operated in any location

where an adequate source of saline water and power is

available. One possible installation is in a small boat

where a supply of fresh water is limited; this system

would allow for extended voyages

In any installation the amount of distilled water

produced is directly related to the ability of the unit

to produce a given amount of heating and cooling. This in

turn is a function of the number of couples and the electric

power supply available, which automatically indicates an

upper limit to the capacity of any thermoelectrically-

driven distillation unit. For the purposes of this study

only small capacity units will be considered.



Thermal
Insulation

CHAPTER II

TRHOETCTRIC MTAE(SIS

2el Presentation of Thermoelectric DesiEq.uations- -

In this chapter a complete analysis of the operation of a

couple is presented. Beginning with the fundamental thermo-

electric equations due to Ioffe,2 a design procedure is

developed which establishes the proper geometric config-

uration to attain high coefficients of performance in

heating and cooling. The coefficient of performance is

defined as the ratio of the overall heating or cooling

effect Q, to the work W supplied in the form of electrical

energy.

The general configuration of a couple is shown in

Figure 3.
Arms of Thermo-
electric Materials

Junctions (elec-
trical and thermal
connections)

Figure 3. CONFIGIJ1ATION OF A COUPLE

lLj



Some definitions that will he of value u-i the dimussion to

follow are given at this roirit. Cotal thermal

across both arms

K 1p()p+kTT()p (watts per °c)

Total electrical resistance across both arms

R (ohms)

In Fipure L the couple is shown to indicate the

energy flows and temperatures occuIring when current. is

caused to flow through the couple from an e;ternal source.

Qc

QL1P 0

/
P -Type
Material

Thermal Insulation Cold Junction, Tc(°K)

1p

tJ.

M-Type IJaterial

Qt 0
I /

' Hot Junction,
i-p çO--
jy\

Figure Lh., EhEY FLOWS AMP TEMPHRAT1JRS I H C CTJPLE
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As the electric current, I, flows through the cold junction

the Pd-bier effect occurs. There is an effective transport

of heat accompanying the current flow along the cold junc-

tion connection. This 1theat pumping" effect cools the junc-

tion and heat absorption results. The Peltier beat is

defined as c where

+ + qy2

in which

and

q +

2

By experiment, q0 is proportional to the first power of the

electric current, I, so that The factor of

proportionality fl is defined as the Peltier coefficient,

which in turn is related to the thermoelectric power co-

efficient, ç , by means of the theory of coupled irrever-

sible forces and flows) The relation is derived as

1T T (cc - cc

+

for the junction absorbing heat and
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for the junction rejecting heat. Due to the negative sign

of OC , 1T is a positive quantity while is negative,

which represents the fact that the Peltier heat is absorbed

into the system (a positive thermodynamic quantity) at the

cold junction while being rejected from the system (a nega-

tive thermodynamic quantity) at the hot junction.

iTow, a summary of the ternis in Figure L is presented

along with some assumrtions regarding the simple model used.

The amount of heat transported by the

Peltier effect at the cold junction equals q0. By

definition, qc = Q +qK+9%. From the relation

for the Peltier coefficient, cj0 =1TI or in terms

of design parameters, qcT(p±LoNi)I (watts).

Therefore, Qc =Tc(ccpiccI)IqqK (watts) (2).

Where Q, the overall cooling effect, is defined

as the rate at which energy is absorbed at the cold

junction.

Similarly, the Peltier heat transported

at the hot junction is where ccp)I

or By definition.qH =

Therefore, =TOCp±)I)I+ qqK (watts) (3),

Where, c, the overall heating effect, is defined

as the rate at which energy is rejected at the hot

junction.

The joulean heating due to the resistance

of both arms is equal to qj i2 (watts), where
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qj qT p + I eneral assumption s made that
-

one-half of the joulean heat. proceeds to the cold
junction and the other half to the hot june tion.

The resistances of the connectiop are assexried to be

ne1iyib1e. In Dractice this assurr tion is closely
true.

Lj) The heat conducted tiirouph both arms due

to the temnerature difference is equal to where

cK qp + q7. Then, = K (T1-T ) (watts)

5) W is the electrical energy input to the
system. From the first law of thermodynamics

(watts) (il)
restatinf 2 and 3 for t and p in terms of the
design narasietci's fives

= 'Tc(cp( DI-I-K(T) (2a)
I

Nf)r ±I2 K(T ) (3a)

t:lei'O fore , subs titutiny (2a ) and (3a ) in (ii
W I2F t (TTf-T0)((XD-)OCN! )I (a)

Thus, the electrical eneryp inut consists of a term
due to the joulean heating and a term due to the

Seebeck effect,

The Thomson effect is assumed to be

negligible in this model.
The heat losses in a rsdia directine

from the cylindrically shaped thermoelectric
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arms are assumed to be negligible since thermal insu-
lation is assumed to be present.
The important pararrleter.s for both cooling and heating

are the coefficients of performance: (C.Q.P.)C and

(C.O.P.)R .I. For an investigation of the case of combined
heating and cooling it is necessary to determine what condi-
tions lead to the optimum valties of these coefficients. The

conditions leading to the optimization of one of the co-
efficients will automatically lead to the otimum value of
the other, since from EQ.. L, Q + W. Therefore the

(C.O.P.)R is equal to or which equals (C.O.P.)0 1.

For the purpose of this study the conditions leading to the
optimum value of (c.O.P.)0 are investigated. (C.O.P.) is

derived in terms of the design parameters using EQb's (2a)

and (La)

(C.OsP.)c c Tc(QpIiTI)II2R/2_K(ThT_Tc)
I2R+(p+I )(Ti_Tc)I

The general conditions leading to the optimum value

of EQ.. 5 have been presented by loffe in Reference 2. It
is possible to convert the variable I in EQ. 5 to VR by

multiplying through by R/R and making the substitution

VR = IR. Therefore

(c.o.P.) Tc(p+lyt)hTVR/2(THTC)
(5a)

VR2*(Xp+ CCFI ) (T1-T0)v2

(5)
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Setting the first partial derivative of EQ. a with respect

to VR equal to zero, an equation for the optimum V, i.e.the

condition on VR to make (C.o.P.) a maximum is derived.

That the value obtained is a maximum can be checked by ob

serving the behavior of (C.0.P)c in the vicinity of VR,O.

These details are not included here.

VR,0 (ocp+oc )(T11Tc)

A second condition to arrive at the largest possible (C.o.

P.) requires that the product KR in EQ.. Sa be as small as

possible. Assuming that the lengths of the arms are equal,

KR can be written as (kpAp+kIA)(/°P/Ap+/°N/AN). By setting

the first derivative of KR with respect to Ap/A1 equal to

zero, an equation for the area ratio to yield a minimum

value of the product KR is derived. That it actually is a

minimum is checked by observing the sign of the second

partial derivative of KR with respect to the area ratio

Ap. The minimum value of KR will help to promote the maxi-

TH+T0 (c+ 1oC111 )2
1+

2 KR

(6)

AN

mum value of (C.o.P.). The derived relation is

= /OpkN (7)

'tANJO y°Np

upon substitution of EQ. 7 in the relation for KR

KR :kpOp)2+(kN/O)]2 (8)



The two general conditions leading to the maximrm

value of (C.0.P.), LQ.s (6) and (6), may now be combined

/ TIT.f-Tc (Xp+ IOCgP2

Conveniently
0
is given only in terms 0f material nroaor-

ties and temperatures with no restriction on geometry other

than that which is implicit in the derivation of b'Q.

VR,0 can be replaced by (IR)0 in EQ. (9), Also, the defi-

nition for the figure of merit E. (1) is inserted along

mith the definition, T,T _TiiTc EQ. 9 then becomes

(OCJ ) (TT)
\LJQ

(l+Tj1Z )t.l

EQ.. 10 now contains all the important design parameters

required under conditions leading to the maximum value of

(C.0.P.)c. This equation is used in the next section to

find the resulting geometric configuration, i.e. to find

the value of the ratios ()p and

The model for a couple adopted here is the siimli-

fled one of Ioffe2 in which the assumotions 3, 6, and 7 of

this section are required, It also recjrires the assumption

that the material properties X,,,, emd I: are constants.

The constants can be established as the temperature aver-

(9)

(10)
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aged values, i.e. cc= ccT)dT In a recent work,
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Sherman, Heike and Llres,3 using a more exact :odel which

includes the temperature dependence of the material proper-

ties, have demonstrated that considerable differences in the

values for G.O.P. may arise. They also consider the Thomson

effect and make no assumption of the joule heat being di-

vided evenly between the hot and cold junctions. For the

case of two materials, P-and IT-type, which have positive

temperature coefficients, i.e.,O(,,O, and k increasing with

temperature increase, the difference between the values for

G.O.P. for their model and the simpler model of loffe amount-

ed td a percentage-wise difference of lL%. The simpler

model had the lower G.O.P. Present thermoelectric materials

generally have properties with positive temperature co-

efficients.

The necessity for using the more exact model is

questionable since the electric and heat losses assumed to

he negligible in both cases actually do exist. These effects

will decrease the G.O.P. of the couple. Therefore,the

simpler model of loffe which yields conservative values of

the G.O.P. for materials in common use is recommended and

used in this study.

2.2 Development of Design Procedure - The general

conditions leading to the optimum efficiency of operation

of a couple have been incororated into EQ (10) in terms of

the major design parameters. In this section that equation

will be used to deduce the corres:onding values for I Ls \
)P and



then,

2o /p L 4:3r L
a) (hAP 0't ,.

ifl which L'0 The value of L will then
follow from F. (10)

(p+ O(LTI )(t1-?0)
(criH) (13)

l+TZ)J PTT/ )

If k, and ,'O F = F as is often nearly true
for seniconductor materials, the area ratio is unity, and
F. (13) becomes

for a covole,

From T. (7),

:;0 2
k11 p)

)(Tc)
VlT:- 21/i

(.12)

(1L)

One L"D is calculated from either E. (l) or (ii.), then
the cormlete resistance F0 is Fnown from Fit. (12).

Substitution of all the Fucun values into s (2a)

and (3a) will yield the heatiny 7 and 000linc effect

per coule. Then, simnlu, the ]uraber of couTles F. recuired.

is



N = T C) I jJ =

sidered cone luded, however, certain details concerning

the geometry merit further consi deration, Select:on of

actual lengths end corres pondn areas fur the therno-
electric arsie tofluenced bu sevtral prect cal c neid cia
tions The cost of thermoelectric materis leat the present

time is qui be high, being of the order of (l .00 pen gram,

making it imperative that che volume cf material be heptas

low as possible. It is necessary to ensure that the area

will be sufficient to allow the required heat flows to

occur and also to facilitate the menu tam tune of the: arms and

in whi c h H, 1 or
T re the eppticati on requi rement;s

The applied operating voltage of the Tstrr nest be, from
E4. (LLa)

h [± (fl+loC! )(l'720)

The power input is given by either

or T_tIf_O) (17)

The coeffi dents of performance for the spstem are,

(oa.P.) c (c.o,p.) - (o.o.P) i=H
I-I C

At this point the design procedure could be con-
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fabrication of the junction. As a rule, most thermoelectric

materials are very brittle makiri them difficult to handle

or machine. It is also good practice to he aware of the

thermal stresses set up in a system, and that they may cause

the separation of junction connections and result in either

open circuits or very high resistance. In general the

minimum length will he approximately to 5 mm. for the

average heating or cooling apnlication.



CHAPTFIR III

TI APPLICATIc)J OF TKHFJTO12CTRIC ETRihTS

TO A SALIPE WAThH DISTILLATION UHIT

3.1 Saline Water Conversion by :Distilietion Tech-

niciues - The use of a distillatIon technique for the pro-

duction of potable water is not a very new idea yet it still

urovides one of the most efficient methods to this day.

Plants range from small capacity solar energy stills to

10-20 iJ.G.P.D. :ultiple effect distillation units. The

various techniques have been discussed in the roceedings

of a sposium on saline water conversion held in 1957.

The primary criterion for all these techniques is cost in

terms of energy per quantity of fresh water produced.

3.2 The Arlication of Therreoelectricity to Vpor

ComiDression Distillation - The use of thermoelectric cou?les

in any type of distillation technique precludes any large

capacity system at the present time due to the leigh initial

investment requIred. The particular unit to be designed

here is completely portable. It should be possible to

transfer the unit from home, to car, to boat, etc.; sny

location where it may be needed and a suitable source of

power is available.

The basic needs of the unit dictate that it must be

26



ruged, l:htwe i ght, and ca ci Lr dee ned Thi s last recje I vs

ment is rather unportant. Lecaus.e a sea U r probLem, wh: eb

affects the distillation pvoces, always cxi sIc t;r, some

degree. Therefore, all surfaces, over Which the saline

water will flow, ere made easily accessible for cleaninh.

dherever possible the sal Inc weter is irede to flow lu tubes

or othcr rectrietecl shapes which can be readily descaled,

The brittleness of thermoelectric materials has been

mentioned. This property would seem to preclude the eon

struction of a unit which is rughed. This is riot t.rue

however, because the main problems due to bri Itieness are

the shaping of the elements and their fabrication into

modules of couples; once this has been done and the modules

are securely mounted in the insulating material they are

relatively shockprooi.

The weight of the unit will naturally depend on the

amount of equipment necessary to make it function. This

brinhs about the consideration of the type oi distillation

technique to be employed. The vaporcompression method

was chosen because it represents one of the most efficient,

dependable techniques and since the couples seemed parti

cularly applicable in this instance. A simple representation

of a vapor comoression unit is piven in. Figure , along with

the couple in its operatIng position.

27
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FiguTe 5. VAPOR CORPRESSION DISTILLATION

Theoretically, the heat absorbed in evaporation is

given up while condensing to evaporate a fresh batch of

saline water. The compressor is necessary to rovide the

pressure and consequently the temperature difference

necessary to drive the heat from the condensing to the

evaporating surface. For most present day devices this

type of unit requires a high compression of the vapor with

resulting large ptuming energy. Couples fit very neatly

into this framework. They do away with the heat transfer

Q, and effectively decrease the amount of compression to

just that which is needed to sustain flow. The compressor

then becones just a fan which would move the vapor from the

evaporating region to the condensing surface. The couples

themselves transport the heat through conduction and electric

current flow. Therefore the only components necessary in
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this system are the couples, a small fan and motor, insula-

tion, and the necessary hardware for piping and heat cx-

changers.

3.3 Thermodynajiics of the Vaor Col1lpre ion Die tilla-

ystem - Before proceeding to the specifications of

the system, the thermodynamics connected with vapor com-

pression distillation will be considered.

Throughout this paper, saline water is assumed to

have the iroperties of pure water, an assumption which is

very closely true. Consequently, the heat required to eva-

porate a certain quantity of saline water will be equal to

the latent heat of vaporization of oure water.

Considering the dotted boundary in Figure , the

following energy balance can be written for the system:

Wp + 1Is.-i.hs.w. = hIDhp 4 1!DiID

The heat loss to the surroundings, is miniiiized by the

proper use of insulation such as rolyurethane foam5 which

is lightweight, salt water resistant and easily formed.

As stated previously, is assumed to be negligible. The

most efficient way to decrease the energy losses in the out-

going streams of brine and distillate is to pass them through

heat exchangers which act as feed water preheaters. This

gain in efficiency of the system must naturally result in

added cost and some loss of portability due to the added

equipment.
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The electrical energy input re0uiremeit WT is reduced
by anything which increases the (O.o..). One means of
increasing the (G.O.P.) of a courle is to decrease the
temperature difference across the ends. This tenaerature
daiference is a stron function of the heat transfer pro-

cesses occurring at the ends, i.e. evaporation and conden-
sation, The increase of the heat transfer coefficients,
which would Tie1d a lower temperature difference across the
couple, can be accomplished by the use of such techniciues
as thin film evaporation and dropwise condensation. Teither

of these will be considered in detail in this study,vihich

focuses on the thermoelectric aspects. An important loss
which occurs in most vapor comnression distillation systems
is the compressor inefficiency. In this application however,
the fan work reguired is small, which tends to minimize the
effects of such inefficiency.

As a final thermodynamic consideration it is of
interest to note the absolute minimum valu: of energy re-
quired to distill a certain amount of saline water. This

will arovide a gage of the inefficiency of the system
designed. A study of the mini'nnn energy and practical energy
requirements has been carried out by Thrphy.6 It is shown
that the absolute :iinimum work reguired is given by RT ln

C Pa/p ) where P is the vapor pressure of salt water and P°
the vapor pressure of pure water both at the same temperature

T. For a temperature of 298°K and a salt content of l.lu



moles/KG the minimum work required is 2.89 kwh/l000 gal.

This is the minimum for strictly mechanical work

whereas, if thermal energy is added instead, the minimum

energy requirement would be much higher, since heat is a

low grade form of energy. For presentday systems, a

representative value for a commercial vapor compression

unit would be roughly 7-l00 kwh per 1000 ga1lons. This

would indicate that there is much room for improvement,

especially in attempting to increase the heat transfer

coefficient in vapor compression distillation techniques.

A major problem, contributing to the inefficiency, is the

formation of scale on heat transfer surfaces in contact

with saline water.

3.1 S ecifications for the Portable Distillation

- The function Of the portable unit is to provide

an adequate amount of water for three people in order that

they might live in comparative sanitary and hygienic comfort.

The rate of flow is arbitrarily chosen as L ibm per hr

with an evaporation constant of which provides for

2 ibm per hr of purified water. On a gallon basis, for a

2Lj-hr day the system will yield about .7 gal. which is the

equivalent of about 1.9 gal. per day per person.

The electric current level I at which the system

operates will determine the number of couples required and

thereby affect the initial investment. For this reason it

is advisable to consider I which is fairly high in order

that the number of couple does not become excessive. A

31
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value of 20 amps is chosen for the current level since this

would be low enough not to strain the power sources found

in automobiles, boats or homes. There are individual

problems with each individual power supply. However, the

methods of achieving this current level such as A-C recti-

fication or current transforming does not cone under the

scope of this study.

L'iaterials and their properties determine the econo-

mical limits of any thermoelectric device. To obtain a good

estimate of the performance possible, a hypothetical material

is chosen which closely approximates the type available

commercially.7 The material is a doped bismuth telluride

(Di2Te3) with the following properties:

cx = 205 ,IAV/oc

kp l.9xl02 watts
cm-°C

9xl0 j -CIII

cN = -198 AV/oc

1.75xl0 watts
cm-°C

8xl0 fL-cm

These numbers were chosen to correspond approximately to

available materials in the range of temperatures of interest

and when combined according to EQ.. (1) give a Z value of

2.6lx103/°C. It must be pointed out again that these

property values are assumed to be the temperature averaged

ones which would normally have to be calculated from data

on the material.

The temperatures that occur in the apparatus are all



temperature at 80°F to 200°F in the preheaters. The size

of the fan is determined by the volume flow rate.

A simple representation of the system design proposed

is shown in Figure 6.

WT,

couples 2nd stage
preheater

FVAPDRAT1'& C-APVBEI.
FAN21 a F

T T
2oo0

Iai= QcT
oNEi\5Ifi'S CFIAMk31 -// /1 / / / / /1!

2'r
- DISTILLATE CUT

ALiN WATERb
R)NE OUT

1st stage preheater

Figure 6. PE.0P0SED SYSTEM

In order to determine to what degree the portability

of the unit is affected by the preheaters an approximate

calculation of the size required is made in the Appendix.

The calculation also considers the pressure drops occurring

through the preheaters and along the line of saline water

33

defined by the processes occurring. For water evaporating

at standard atmosoheric pressure the temperature is 212°F.

It is assumed that the feed water is preheated from supply



Thermoele c tric
Arm

Figure 7. DETAIL OF COOLING AND IATING FINS

The couples are mounted vertically in a dish-shaped vessel,

the cross-section of which is shown. A fin mounted on the

hot junctions forms a shallow rectangular open channel in

which the saline water will flow and vaporize. This channel

is of spiral coafiguration with a downward slope toward the

center of the dish which will induce the flow. The concentra-

ted brine, that percentage of the saline water which does not

3L.

flow, in order to determine the order of magnitude of

pressure required to sustain flow. It is desirable in a

portable unit such as this to use hydrostatic pressure rather

than a more bulky, expensive liquid pumping arrangement.

A final specification of the system is the configura-

tion of the evaporating and condensing surfaces. The saline

water, at 200°F, is made to flow over the couples by means

of the design shown in Figure 7.

Evaporating
Channel
(Heating Fin)

Insulating
Nat erial

Condensing
Surface (Cooling
Fin)
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evaporate, is led tbTough a drain at the bottoni of the vessel
to the heat exchangers. This confiicaratjon is admittedly
complex and will cause problems in fabrication, however,
there are several justifications for the choice. In order
that evaporaton mj:ht take Diace there must be sufficient
area for heat transfer yet the function of the unit pre
eludes any large dimensions. if the couples were arranged
in a flat plate fashion it would be impossible to spread
the flow in a thin uniform film (without external means) so
as to satisfy the mass flow requirements. Thus to satisfy
the recuirements of large surface area yet small overall
dimensions the desi.n in Fig. 7 seems logical. Iwo other
advantages of this design are: The flow of water in the
channel tends to reduce scaling, and the fin area per

couple can be kept to a mininium.

3.5 Calculation of Temperatures at the Hot and Cold
Junctions of the Couple - The basic eroblera in the rest of
this chapter is to find the value 0 VIi, the total electri-
cal energy into the couilcs. From E. h,TC,T
as shown on Fig. 6. is readily fotimd using the speci-
fied capacity of the system and the required evaporation
percentage, leaving Qell as the unknown, koferring to
Fig. 5, which shows a detailed cross section of a single
couple, it is noted that the temperatures at the ends of
the counle T-T and T are also unknown.

Li C
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Teflon FiLi

Ther150electr-TC
Am

Teflon Film

212°F

Figure 8. DETAIL OF COUF2 AIJD FlITS

The C.O.?. of the thermoelectric couple depends

upon (see S ) and. T. TT1 can be found since

EI,T
is known, but T must be found by a trial and error

procedure involving the assiraption of a

First the calculation of Th is considered. The

Teflon film shown in Fig. 8 is placed there for the purpose

of ectrically insulating the heating or cooling fin from
the couples in order to prevent a short circuit, A

temperature drop occurs across the Teflon film, since a

good electrical insulator tends to be a rood thermal insu

lator also. This problem could be avoided by constructing

a separate fin for each junction; then, however, the struc

ture becomes very fragile and costly. For the calculation

Tc
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the followina values are assrxsed or known.

Heatin Fin - IJaterial: saline water resistant metal,

k 50 b/hr-ft -°F

Thickness .05 in. Area (exDosed to

couple) 2 ft2

Teflon Film - k .lL6 B/hr-ft-°p

Thickne .003 ifl. A 2 ft2

It is also assumed that the evaporation tsi:es place at

standard atmospheric pressure, therefore the temperature of

the vapor is 212°F. The mechanism of heat transfer across

the evaporating film is that of gravity circulation flow

with vauorization in an open rectangular channel, (see

Fig. 7). The work of Woods and co-workers on the vauoriza

tion of water flowing through a horizontal pipe at low

pressure and velocity is presented in Fef. 8. For the

purposes here this data is used to apuromimate a value for

the heating side film coefficient which should be

conservatively low. The justification for this estimate is

that for pipe flow all the vapor produced must be carried

along in the fluid stream, while in the open channel the

vapor would escape from the lipuid surface. From the data8

given in graphical form, for an evaporation percentage of

50% an aparoximate value for hg of 1500 b/br-ft2-°F is

obtained. This value is assumed to be constant in the

range of temperatures of interest, as are the values of k
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for the saline water resistant metal and the Teflon. Al-

though the specificetion was given that the saline water

enters the evaporating channel at 200°F, the temperature of

the saline water is considered to be 212°F all along the

channel for the heat transfer calculation.

The required heating effect to raise the temperature

of the saline water from 200 to 212°F and then vaporize

of the mass flow is H,T kCp(T + I(hf_g) (l)(2l2200)

#2(970)l988B/Iar, where is the specific heat and h is

the latent heat of vaporization. TJsing this value of

transferred by convection and conduction in conjunction

with the above inorwation, yields the values: J2l2.66°F,

T22l2.7L°F,TH=2l., therefore T37iJri5°K

The calculation of T0 involves an assumption of

First, the following values are assumed or known

0oolin Fin - Ilaterial: copper, 1: 217 F/hr-ft-°F

Thickness = .0. in. Area (exposed to

couple) 2 ft2

Teflon Film- Same as on heating side

It is assumed that the pressure in the condensing chamber is

the same as in the evaporating chamber, standard atmospheric,

therefore, the temperature of the condensing vapor is 2l2OFq

also. The mechanism chosen as a model for heat transfer

across the condensing film is the Nusselt theory of conden

sation on horizontal tubes presented in Ref. 8. The justi-

fication for this choice is noted by observing Fig. 7. Tue
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cooling fin is so de5i;Tfled as to extend away from the

surface of the couple j a semi-circle. As the vapor is

blown over the condensing surface some eart of it will

condense on the circular surface and some rart on the

horizontal portion of the fin and drop off similar to the

condensation on a horizontal tube. To account for the

rough apiroximatjon made in this model and the fact that

it is difficult to effectively coat the cooling fin with a

film layer the rredicted value is reduced to one-quarter of

its value. Due to the large values of h, the cooling side

film coefficient, the film temperature is essentially the

same as the vapor temperature or 212°F. For a significant

dimension the cooling fin is arbitrarily assuaiaed to be part

of a tube one foot in daai.eter. Fsing this information a

value for h is 2 otrnd from a nomorapb8 to be airroximately

2000 B/hr-ft2-°F or for the nurposes here h 500 B/hr-f t2-°F.

This value of hc is assrnied. constant in the temperature range

of interest.

The procedure followed now is the trial and error

method wherein only the final trial is demonstrated.

is assumed to be 18 B/br For this value transferred

across the layers, the following values for temperatures

are found using the given information: T 210.2°F,

13 = 210°F, T0 203.6, therefore Tc 37l.2°k. That the

correct value of Qc,T was chosen can easily be checked now

with an equation presented by Ioffe.2 The equation follows



from the SUbstjtutjo of the optimuii value of V0, h. (9)
into an equation for (C.c.F.)11. Since (C.0.I.)H from
E.tS (3a) and (L.a)

(C.o.?.)T = TT(pcI)I+I2R/i(TT) (18)

(G.O.P.

+ (T:I_Tc)(oc'p+ )i

multiplyin6 by fl/k and substituting Vfl 1k

(o.c. - TH(0Ct oI )c±/ -in (Tn-Ic)
VR2 + (+ ) (TTc )y)

Substitutino EC. (9) ,ives an equation for the maximuiu
(G.O.P.

U
in terms of the temperatures and material

properties alone

L+T1.1Z1 'l
Tog

Since the values for T0 371.2°K, Tj.b 37/.5°K,

and Z 2.61x103 C0l, are known, (0.0.P.),0 is cal-
culated to he 19. Sinde (C.O.P.) 2T,

T 1986/19 =

105. Also, SiflCe c,T = rnr1, therefore

1988-105 1883 B/br which checks the assuiption. In

obtaining the values for temperatures, the value of Wm has
been calculated, which is the major object of this charter.
In order to check this value and to demonstrate tlae procedure,
the complete thermoelectric design is outlined in the next
section.

(12a)

(19)
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3.6 Application of Thermoelectric besigic Procedure -

It is possible now to find the geometry and performance of

a single COUPlOe Substituting the specified values of I,

T1, T and the material properties in LE. (13), L is

found to be equal to .096 CIi11. From EL. (7) the area

ratio is 0.98. It follows then that L-;T,Q =

.0985. The actual geometry is fixed by assucaing a value

for L of .15 cra. This value is less than that generally

used (see Section 2.2), the reason being that the small

value of Li', which is L/A, indicates there is sufficient

heat transfer area even though L is small; also, the small

temperature differential between the ends of the couple

indicates negligible thermal stresses. Since the capacity

of a couple denends on the ratio of L to A, not on either

one by itself, it is economical to reduce the volume of

thermoelectric material used by choosing L as small as

possible. For tiüs value of L, A 1.55 crc2 and A =

1.53 cni2. Thus, both arms of the couple have the sane

approximate diameter of l.L crc.

Knowing and the values for and K

follow from their definitions in Section 2.1:

1.66x10J) and K .375 watts/CC. Substitution of

these values into 3Is (2a) and (3a), yields 1.72

and Q 1.815 watts or in terms of 3/br h 5.86 3/icr

and 6.2 D,Iir. The nmiiber of couples 3
lL
o..

322. The heat pumped into the couples at the cold



junction therefore, is or 322(5.36) which equals

1883 B/hr. This agrees with the previous value of

The applied operating voltage, from EQ. (16) is equal to

l.51.v. Consecjuently the oower into the system
T VT1

30.8 watts or 105 h/hr which checks the orevious value

for

The fan requirements are considered at this time in

order to comilete the energy balance for the system. The

capacity of the fan iS determined by the volume flow of

vapor which equals (vr) 53.6 cu.ft/hr or .895 0.F.I:.,

where v. equals the specific volume of the vaor. This

is a rather low rate requiring only a small fan operating

at a low velocity. For this case the fan work only includes

enthalpy terms. The assuiption is made that a .3 .s. S

pressure rise is sufficient to move the vaor over the

condensing surface. The energy requirement I./2(Ah ),

which can be arproximated as /2(vP), therefore becomes

approximately 3 i/iar. Assuming a rather low value of 0,25

for the efficiency of a fan and. motor, the input energy

required is 12 B/hr or 3.5 watts. Due to the small value

for fan TDower any error in the assumptions is negligible

when the overall system is considered.

3.7 Statement of System Energy heuirements_-

lieglecting liquid pumping and heat losses, the amount ol'

inut energy to produce 2 ibm per hour of distilled water

is equal to the sum of the total electrical power supplied,

L2
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W, and the energy supplied to the fan, Jcomp, or 30,3+3.

3L.3 watts, In terms of energy cost requirements, this is

1L3 kilo watt hours per 1000 gallons. If this value is core-

pared to the minimum energy of aproximate1y 3kwh/1000 gal

it is seen that there is a great deal of improvement to be

made. When, however, the operating cost of this system is

compared to other contemporary units utilizing distillation

techniques, which have energy consumptions in the range of

75-lOOkwh/l000 gal, the gap is not nearly as great. It be-

comes possible that within the near future improvements in

material properties may result in a competitive oositiofl

for the thermoelectric unit on an operating cost basis.

3. G-eneral Trends Encountered for Variation of

or(Ty-T) in a Thermoelectric System - In order to

gain some insight into the erformarice of a thermoelectric

unit under varying conditions, the following graphs have

been prepared.

Fig. 9 is a graoh of the of a thermo-

electric couple assumingthat the temperatures of the junc-

tions are fixed at the temperatures calculated for the

distillation unit. is converted into terms of

energy cost of distills.tion, The data were calculated from

EC. (19) considering Z as the only variable. It is of

interest to note the fact that the most ranid reduction in

cost would occur in the lower range of I, as I is improved.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of varying [, while holding

the temperatures and other parameters constant, on the
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holding

the energy

L1.6

capacity (heating effect) and energy cost of distillation
(c.o.p.) . The data were calculated from E.ts (3a)

and (18) varying I only. Tho graph indicates that an
increase in current will result in some increase in capacity
with relatively little increase in cost.

Fig. 11 shows the effect of varying (Tg-T), while
constant, on the capacity (heating effect) and
cost of distillation (CO.P.)w . Again, the

data were calculated from EC.!s (3a) and (18), this t irie
varying only (TTTC). The apparent trend in this case is
that a decrease in temperature difference between the ends
of the couple has a beneficial effect on both the energy
cost and the capacity.

3.9 O-bher Design Considerations There are several
design considerations which have not been discussed up to
this time. One of the more important of these is the problem
of starting the unit. lefore acixiitting saline water to
the channel it is necessary to heat the couples to operating
temperature; however, since there is no vapor condensing
on the cold side this would take a long time. It is desir-
able, therefore, to have a heat source such as an electrically
heated wire placed at the cold side of the couples for the
purpose of aroviding heat until tho system reaches a steady
flow condition. It is also true that the saline water enter-
ing the channel at the start would have a temperature of
only 80°F. This would result in very low vaporization
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percentages so it becomes desirable also to preheat the

feed water in an auxiliary manner until the heat exchangers

can take over. These additiona. requirements for aumiliary

equipment constitute definite disadvantages.

The fabrication of the thcrmoelectric section of the

comulete unit provides some complexities due to the con-

figuration. As shown in Pig. 3, the cou?les must he held

in some form of insulating material in order that heat will

not leak away in a radial direction. The use of polnethane

foams would he most suitable due to its ability to be readily

formed into a rigid, shockproof frame. The mold can be

fabricated With access holes for the arms of the courles,

which would provide for ready assembly and attachment of

fins. The fin material on the condensing side may be con-

structed of pure copper. The heating fin should be made of

a saline-water-resistant copper base el icy, the sarie material

being necessary for all other metal components in direct

contact with the saline water.

A legitimate criticism of the channel fin cross sec-

tion nay arise as a result of a particular apilication.

For example, on a vessel moving through turbulent water

there is a possibility of water splashing and spilling from

the onen chanuel as a result of the constant smilting of

the system from the horizontal position. This can oe avoid-

ed by using a channel shape as shown in ig.]2a, for which

some reduction in the quantity of vapor escaping occurs due
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to the projection of the uoper wall. This loss should not

reach any considerable magnitude. A serious problem

directly related to this angular fluctuation is the possible

effect on the heat transfer. It can be seen from Fig. 12a

that a slight displacement from the horizontal may have a

drastic effect on the area for heat transfer when the

liquid film is extremely thin. This problem is alleviated

by use of the shape shown in Fig. l2b.

T777.m/.7i1

Fig. 12a Fig. 12b

The shallownes3 of the dish shape is controlled by the

expected maximum amount of angular deflection. As with most

compensatory design adjustments, additional problems will

be created; the liouid layer will not be uniform, resulting

in a varying heat supply. In order to furnish a more nearly

optimum design, the particular apnlications and environments

to which the unit will be subjected must be thoroughly

examined.

The movement of the fan-driven rater vapor over the

condensing surface should be directed in such a manner

that all surfaces are equally exposed to the vanor. The

simplest method is the installation of guide vsnes which



would. not interfere with the normal flow of condensate

directly downward, Eiiis is denonstreted in Fi 13. A

problem arises from tho frictional resi stance then encoun

tered by the vetpor flow, reguinLng an increase in the

pressure rise across the fan. Upon condensing., the water

vapor undergoes a sharp decrease in specific volroie. This

effect creates a considerable design nroblen especially at

the sections where the amount of varor left to be condensed

is very small. The passage at these points becomes entre;e-

ly narrow. In order to assure that the pressures remain

aRpromimat ely equal in the evaroration and condensing

chambers, a small vent may be connected between the two.

Evaporating Channel
Condensing
Surface Thermoelectric Arm

Guide Vanes

Insulating
Uatcrial

Direction of Vapor
F 1 ow

£ to Paper

Direction of
Condensate Film

The system operating temperature specified (about

212F) is somewhat above a more desirable operating ten1fera

ture of 170F, which would tend to slinirlize scale fomration.



It only ncecl be netTOne here tha r arder tci

operate at lower temperatures ir. the rarie of 1701? it

becomes necessary to evacuate the DIa poratin chamber to

aporoximateLy ps .i .. which recjiñres a Vacuum pimp.

This is not cons idored feasible for this appiical;io.

The cLove clesipn conide:ati ons may TrOIe tn bc

trouhLe some in the deveLopniecf cf a. wir netodal howe var

none are considered cnia ecILn to unc redne the feast -

bitity of the proposed system
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LL.1 feasiUiitv of a ?hor1oelectrjca1lr_drven

Saline Water istil tion Unit - A brief view in retrospect

will orovide an overall analysis of the feasibility of this

apn1icatjoi. From the bheruoelectrjc theory and eoations

it was possible to deduce that the coucles will operate at

their highest efficiency when the tenerature diffeonce

between their ends is as low as oossible. For the case

where the heat sinhs are at essentially the smae temera-

ture, large heat transfer coefficients nust acconany the

small T. These large coefficients are typically found

in the processes of evaporation and condensation, leading

directly to the deduction that saline water distillation,

which utilizes both processes, would be a natural apiDlica

tion of thermoelectric devices. An analysis has shown that

the actual energy input reiuired for a given guantity of

purified water is hiher, but still of the same order of

magnitude, as that for the more usual eass distillation tyne

of system.

Some of the advantages which themoelectric systems

have nay make them more feasible in certain applications.



For the particular application in this study several of these

advantages stand out. .Lhe maintenance on the portable

distillation unit snould cc less than for more conventional

units since the only requirement would be that the evaporating

and preheater surfaces be cleaned of scale po2iodically.

Thermoelectric units also emit no noise when in operation

therefore only the noise of a fan and possibly a liquid

pumping system would exist. From the standpoint of reliabi-

lity, thermoelectric systems have no moving parts to wear

out, the only limitation therefore being the fan or other

external equipment. The uroposed unit seems to meet require-

ments, other than efficiency, in a more suitable fashion

than other contemporary devices. For theses reasons it is

concluded that the Dro osed method ol' saline water distilla-

tiOfl holds considerable promise especially in anticipation

of improvements in :uaterils and fabricating methods.

The Future Outlook - In terms of energy require-

ments ncr gallon of nurified water the thermoelectric design

is not yet comparable to many present day systems. haterial

properties can be exnected to improve to some extent, there-

fore the graph of Figure 9 takes on special interest.

Although the graph was prepared for snecific conditions, the

general trend holds true that the greatest decrease in enerqy

requirements occurs for an increase of , the figure of

merit for the thermoelectric material, in the range from

1 to 10x103(°01).



As with an-sr thermodynaule cycle the efficiency is

sensitive to irreversihilitics such as tcmnereture drops

durii heat transfer. There is a decrease in cost as the

required temperature difference across the couples is reduced.

Therefore a substantial ain is possible by increase of the

overall heat transfer coefficient across the couples. One

of the thermal resistances is the material which electrically

insulates the fins from the thermoelectric material itself.

This should not interfere with the heat flow. liore research

seems to he needed to uncover suitable materials.

With a combination of improved materials and decreased

T the concept of a distillation system based on thermo-

electric effects becomes more attractive.

Suffice it to say that basic energy reciuirements and

costs will tend to become competitive with those in present

equipment. However, considerable research and development

won: still seems to be needed.
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PREiEATER CPLOL7LAT 10115

As indicated in Section 3.l, It is desira1e to know

the length of the tubing and the pressure drop encountered

in the preheaters. This is to determine what hydrostatic

pressure would be necessary to Dromote the flow of saline

water from the reservoir to the evarorating surface. The

heat exchange is assumed to take place in two stages, with

temperatures as shown in Fig. 6. The following values are

assumed or known for the first stage.

Tubin - iiaterial: Saline-water-resistant metal,

k 50 1/br-f t-°F.

Inside Diameter .125 in.

Outside Diameter .175 in.

Water properties:(lLO°F) 3.36xlO lbr

sec-ft

(lLO0P)

ft3

Exchan - Counter-flow type, 11 L lb11br in both

directions.

From this information, the velocity v of the saline

water inside the tube is calculated from J

to be 0.21 ft/sec. Therefore the Reynolds number inside

the tube is approximately LOO, and the flow is definitely
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in the laminar region for the whole lencth of tubing. The

saline water side film coefficient hç. for the heating
of a fluid flowing in laminar flow through a cipe is found
in Ref. 3. For the specified conditions h is appro:d-
mately 20 B/hr-ft2-°F. The brine and distillate flows are

serarately jacketed on the outside of the tube containing

the salt water. By adjusting the areas of the jackets
it is possible to have the same volocity on the outside as

on the inside of the tube) for this reason liED is assuied
to be eamal to h3T 20 B/hr-ft2-°F. Then the value for

the overall coefficient Ti based on outside area of the
tube is 3.2 3/hr-it2-°F. The amount of heat to be trans-

ferred is 330 B/br throuqh a temperature difference of 37°F
yielding an area of 1,23-ft2 on the outside of the tube.

For the dimensions noted this requires a length of tubing

of aPproximately 23 ft. For laminar flow the friction
factor or .oh, for an averace temperature. Thus,

'FLE
finally, the pressure drop is of the order of .06 ft of
water.

In the second preheater the overall coefficient 15

is auproximately equal to the saline water side film

coefPcent, aence i- 006 ±01 ie COflCLOPSJP vepor

on the outside of inc tube es very £L1n. sinq trie auDroxi-

eaate value Ti li1J 20 B,hr-ft-°F and the requirement

that aperoximaely 100 D s are absorbed from the fan-driven

vanor alon±: with a calculated loq mean temperature difference



of 22.2°F, the area reuired for the heat transfer is

.225 ft2. bsing the same tnbinq as in the first stc[,e

preheater, this irill reqeire a lenqth of 6.9 ft. For the

same value of Reynolds number the rcssure dro is of the

order of .015 ft of water.

These roudh calculations were performed to determine

the relative order of maqnitudes of the pressure drops.

The overall uressure drop is very small, therefore it is

lobical to surmise that the flow of saline water can be

sustained by a reservoir at a reasonable hydrostatic head.

ITo attempt has been made in this raper to detail the

complete desiqn, consequently no value is available for

the total equivalent lenbth of straiqht pipe to account

for losses in fittinqe, bends, and end effects. If one

ascuxses an equivalent lenFth of straiqht aipe even fifty

times hiqTher than the ldnbth calculated For the ireheater

tubing, the saline water reservoir would have to be

located only 2.2 ft above the entrance to the evaporating

channel.

It is concluded, therefore, that the use of hydro

static pressure is feasible for the froosed desibn,
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LIST OF SHULOLS

A Area

B Unit of Energy-f.T.U.

Op Specific Heat (R,/1b°F)
Q,IT

C.O.F. Coefficient of Perforiarice or rr-

h Lnthalpy (H/lbr) or Film Heat Transfer Coeffi ci ent

(F/Rn-f t'-oF)

Latent Heat of Vaporization (f/JUL- fl

I Current (amps)

k The rrial Conductivity (f/ir-ft-°F) or
/ 0(watt,' cm- C)

K Thermal Conductance nor Couple

or (watt1/°C)

KG Kilogran

kwh Kilowatt Hour

L Length

Length to Area Ratio for One Couple (cm-1)

U Ilass Rate of Flow (lb1/hr )

IT Total iThnbor of Conales

Reynolds Ho.

Peltier Heat per Couple (watts)

Joulean Heat er Couple (watts)

Conducted Heat per Couple (waits)

Heating or Cooling fffect per Couple (watts)



R Resistance per Couple

T Temperature (°K)

T Temperature (°c) or (°F)

U

v Velocity (ft/sec) or specific volume (cu.ft/lbn)

V Voltage (volts)

Wcomp Energy Supplied to the Compressor of Fan (B/lbra)

W Power Supplied per Couple (watts)

Figure of Merit (°C-), defined by EQS. (1)

cc. Thermoelectric Power Coefficient (micro v/°c)

Peltier Coefficient
Peltier cooling effect

iectric current I

Resistivity (ohm-cm)

/0' Density (lbrn/ft3)

Viscosity (lb/sec-ft) or micro (10-6)

1
Defined as (kpOI/kM,,Op)2

J1. Ohms resistance

SUBSCRIPTS

B Brine Reject

c Cold or cooling

Distillate

H Hot or Heating

L Losses to Surroundings

in Mass

N Mean

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient (B/hr-ft2-°F)

59

L ohms)



N N-type Semi-conductor ilaterial
0 Optimmu

p P-type Semi-conductor 1aterial

S.W. Saline Water

T Total

60



P and I'i TUPE
1 ATEh IALS

C1LOSSARY OF TFEF1OELECTRIC TEPJlS

A piece of theimoelectric naterial, either
P or ii tyne. Two arms i;lai:e ur a complete
T. E. couple.

A P-tyae material is a semiconductor with
an encess of aositivc charpe carriers
(holes), while iT-type denotes an encesc of
nepative chart:e carriers (electrons).

000LITTO EF?ECT The total heat absorbed by a thormo
electric jimction.

61

A complete thermoelectric junction consist
in of two arms and electrical connections.

The addition of impurities to a thermo-
electric or any semi-conouctiup material.

Entesion of heat transfer surface.

FIGTJRL? OF A measure of the quality of thermo-
lERIT electric materials

Total heat rejected by a thermoelectric
EFFECT june tio n.

JTJIICTI Oil The actual electrical connection between
the arms.
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